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INTRODUCTION 
Problem Statement 
'' '"""' .. ".,., 
Most trai ng techniques, as well as materials, come out of 
the United States and other Western cultures. Though they are 
ied worldwide, they have varying degrees of effectiveness 
with people of non-Western cultures. The cultural appropriate-
ness of train models is often ignored. Furthermore. little 
attention is usually paid to the significance of the trainer's 
culture vis-a-vis that of the trainees, or to the specific 
challenaes posed by diverse (i.e. intercultural) groups of 
trainees. This is true not only of groups represent different 
countries, but also of those which reflect the diversity of 
social groups within the United States. The result is that 
training can alienate the very people it is designed to serve by 
fail to accommodate and validate their indigenous ways. 
With the increasing social diversity in this country and 
international collaboration on a broad range of educational 
efforts, trainers need to be better equipped to work with diverse 
and non-Western groups of trainees. The objectives of this 
project, therefore, are to collect and organize information which 
would be useful to trainers of intercultural groups, to recommend 
some approaches to training of trainers, and to offer a model for 
a trainina of tra rs (TOT) workshop. 
Primary and Secondary Qu~i;;tion~ 
My primary question is: How can process-oriented training 
be more effective and empowering for diverse (intercultural) and 
:non-W,:::stern nee groups, and what kinds of preparation for 
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trainers would promote better training? 
Secondarily, I am exploring the following implementing questions: 
1. What is the significance of culture and cultural diversi 
for training? 
What must trainers do to make training more effective and 
empowering? 
What knowl e. s lls, and attitudes must trainers have? 
Metllodology 
The first part of this project is a literature review of the 
fields of tercultural communication, cross-cultural training, 
and multicultural education. I selected these fields for the 
following reasons: The intercultural communication literature, 
though it does not address training per se, does address the 
particular dynamics of diverse groups of people, including 
intercultural perception, ethnocentrism, prej ce, stereotypes, 
and power differences. The cross-cultural training literature 
does address training, but treats culture primarily as content 
rather than as a dynamic within the actual training environment. 
The multicultural education literature, final , not only addres-
ses culture as a variable in terms of learners, but is also full 
of recommendations for the training of teachers. Its drawbacks 
are as follows: First, it is oriented toward formal schooling 
within particular countries. Its primary aim, furthermore, is 
socializing children to accept their own and others' cultural 
heritages. Some of the conclusions and recommendations taken 
from this literature, therefore, I have edited to address only 
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those points which are relevant to the training of adults. 
The second component of this project is a series of inter-
views. (See Appendix A.) I conducted these interviews in order 
to include perspectives that came directly from experience 
train with culturally diverse groups. I selected four doc 
toral candidates of the Center for International Education, each 
of whom has a wide variety of experience training with intercul-
tural groups, as interviewees. Their combined experience in-
eludes training for leadership, decision making, problem solving, 
conflict resolution. parenting, communi organizing, literacy, 
cross-cultural training, Peace Corps training, training of 
teachers, and training of trainers. They have trained Africans, 
~ • T ~ nSlans, ~a~ Americans, and North Americans on a number of 
continents. 
Next I synthesized the information gleaned from the litera-
ture and the interviews to identify positive conditions for 
training culturally diverse groups, stra es for creating those 
conditions. trainer competencies and characteristics necessary to 
enact these stra ies, and suggestions for tra preparation. 
Finally, using this information, I designed a sample two-
day workshop for trainers, takinq ac ties from a variety of 
training resources. The workshop is designed with the Center for 
International Education in mind as a participant pool. In 
preparation for the design, I conducted a survey of the Center to 
ssess interests and previous background in the areas addressed. 
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What Culture? 
* "Culture" is most commonly used to refer to the shared 
system of meanings of a national or ethnic group. I use the word 
in this way while at the same t recognizing the significance 
of other social groups within national cultures. People of non-
dominant races. classes, gender, sexual orientations, ages, 
reliaions. etc. have their own subcultures which are significant 
to training, both by virtue of their differing socializations and 
by rtue of their subordinate status in society. 
* "Subordinate", "non-dominant", "minority" and " 
describe people or groups of people who have been denied power 
and leqitimacy by virtue of their social group membership. 
Although other kinds of individual differences (e.g. learning 
styles) may be significant for trai ng, I distinguish them from 
"cultural differences" because they do not have the same implica-
tions for group dynamics and intercultural communication. 
* "Multicultural'' describes a group of people of differing 
nationalities or social groups, usually residing in the same 
country. 
* "Intercultural" describes a group, situation or phenomenon 
le.a. communication> in which two or more cultural groups are 
interactinq 
* "Cross-cultural" describes a situ on in which a person 
is experienc or operating in a culture that is foreign to him 
or her. Cross-cultural training is to prepare a person to work 
or live in a setting outside their own culture. 
* "Culture-specific" refers to knowledge or information 
about a particular culture. 
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* "Culture-general" refers to knowledge or information which 
applies to any culture. 
In terms of nationality and social group membership, then, 
multicultural training groups (1} may be: 
a) of different countries 
bl of the same country, but different social groups 
cl monocultural, but different from the trainer(s). 
Trainers (2), similarly, may be 
a) different from trainees terms of nationality 
bl different in terms of social groups 
c) co-tra who are different from each other. 
The cultural context of training (3), another important element, 
:may be 
a) that of the trainer 
bl that of the trainees 
c) both (culture-general) 
d) neither. 
The content of training (4), also relevant, may be 
a) technical 
b) social/ human relations/ process oriented 
cl cultural (culture-general) 
dl cultural (culture-specific) 
t;;) combination. 
There are, of course. an almost infinite number of variations of 
se categories, for example where there is one female American 
trainer and one male Cambodian trainer working with a group of 
Cambodian women. I will attempt throughout this study to locate 
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issues along s matrix in terms of their applic lity. I will 
then tify and focus on those issues that have significance 
across situations. This project is conceptualized from my own 
oerspective as a white, North American, female trainer. It is 
oriented primarily toward human relations and culture-general 
train 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF CULTURE AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY FOR TRAINING 
CULTURE= an intearated system of learned behavior 
patterns that are characteristic of the members of any 
given society. Culture refers to the total way of life 
of particular groups of people. It includes everything 
that a group of people thinks, says, does, and makes -
- its customs, language, material artifacts and shared 
systems of attitudes and feelings. Culture is learned 
and transmitted from generation to generation (Kohls. 
1984, p. 17). 
Clifford Geertz 11973) defines culture as a system of shared 
meanings. Geert Hofst.ede (1980) calls it "the collective progra-
mming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one human 
group from another" (p. 25). All of these definitions imply that 
culture is learned. and that it is specific to the group of 
people among which one is socialized. 
Cultures are not always separated along national boundaries. 
Although some countries are fairly homogeneous in terms of 
lanquaae, mass culture, values, customs, and world views, many 
others are not. Ethnicity is often a more useful cultural 
distinction. and other kinds of social groups (such as women, 
African-Americans, bisexuals. truck drivers, or hearing-impaired 
peoolel also have their own values, customs, world views, and 
language. 
It should be noted that cultures are never static. Culture 
is both adaptive and accidental. It is also highly contested on 
countless levels (see Ong, 1987). A particular norm, which in 
one community is highly functional, might be useless or even 
harmful in another. and vice versa. This is not to say, however, 
that anv culture left to its own devices would be thriving, 
harmonious, and free of oppression. We should, therefore, 
neither idealize existing cultures nor try to modernize them in 
our own image. 
Many educators question the significance of culture as the 
fundamental source of differences among learners. Indeed, there 
are many other individual differences that must be considered in 
any trainina group. Culture, however, is important for a number 
of r(.:.:asons., As a "system of learned behavior patterns," it is 
the mode of one's socialization. It is, as a result, the source 
of individual differences in such things as customs, mores, 
values. world views, and cognitive styles. 
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In addition to individual differences, intercultural groups 
have certain dynamics that do not apply to monocultural groups. 
Intercultural communication is one. Carbaugh (1990) describes 
"asynchrony", or "the interactional dynamics producing [the) wide 
range of detrimental outcomes that ... stem in part from cultural 
variations in communication" (p. 157). Differences, furthermore, 
are compounded by 
may not be accurate. 
ons of difference (or similarity) that 
People in multicultural situations ex-
perience uncertainty, anxiety, and a number of other emotions 
that are not necessarily factors in monocultural groups. 
Culture, furthermore, brings in an element of power rela-
tions. Cult•1ral groups have social and political relationships 
of dominance and subordination, and are thus subject to forms of 
oppression (e.g. prejudice and exploitation) that are absent in 
relationships between left- and right-handed people, for example. 
All programmes for economic development of low-income 
nations use cross-cultural learning situations fat home 
and abroad), in which members of the richer nations 
play the teacher role and those of the poorer nations 
the student role (Hofstede, 1986). 
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Too much emphasis on individual differences leads to neglect 
of the power relations among groups. The result is that true 
pluralism is subject to and limited by the tyranny of the majori 
ty, 
Training in intercultural situations, consequently, is 
challenging. Of four tra s interviewed, three said that, in 
their experience, the most significant differences were between 
themselves as trainers and the training group. Two said that 
they found it easier to train people who had backgrounds similar 
to their own. One noted that the trainee group itself has a sort 
of culture, and the trainer is an outsider who may not live up to 
the group's norms and expectations. Another said that she most 
often conducted training in languages that were not her own, and 
that it was difficult to gauge whether or not she was being 
understood as intended. The third mentioned ideology as a 
significant difference between herself and trainees, particularly 
as it related to the structuring of learning experiences. 
Two trainers mentioned differences within the training group 
as particularly difficult to handle. They cited differences in 
language, differences in educational level, and division along 
sensitive (e.g. political\ issues as especially challenging. 
Interviews also revealed advantages of intercultural train-
..... f, 
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groups. Trainers noted that cultural diversity often brings 
a rich varie of perspectives and approaches to issues, and the 
jnteraction of different cultural groups can help to break down 
stereotypes. These positive effects, however, require skillful 
facilitation. 
Trainers. then. need to be aware of the following sig-
nificant features of multicultural groups: 
I. Individual Differences 
A. Cognitive and learning styles 
B. World views, value orientations, approaches to others, 
customs & mores 
II. Multicultural Group Dynamics 
A. Intercultural communication: 
uncertainty, anxiety, etc. 
B. Oppression 
language, perception, 
Adult participants come to training programs with many years 
of socialization. Each has a set of world views, value orienta-
tions, customs, mores, and patterns of relating to others that 
are learned from his or her culture(s). Individuals' orienta-
tions toward time. status, formality. and cooperation (to name a 
few) are tant determinants of what kinds of training en-
v1ronments they will respond well to. A number of authors have 
s t to ca ize these orientations and make generalizations 
based on national identity. Most of these studies are done by 
oeople from Western. industrialized nations (particularly the 
U.S.l contrasting their own society with the more traditional 
"Third World" countries in which they have worked. Their con-
clusions are broad generalizations, and should not be taken as 
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conclusive truths about cultural groups, much less the in-
dividuals within them. They can. nevertheless, offer paradigms 
through which to interpret and anticipate differences in the way 
that individuals relate to elements of a training program. 
Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961) defined value orientations 
as patterned principles which result from the interplay of the 
cognitive, affective, and direct elements of the evaluative 
process, and which direct thoughts and actions in relation to 
human problems (o.4). They singled out five universal problems 
along which to classify orientations. These categories are: 
1. Human nature orientation (What is the character of innate 
human nature?) 
2. "Man"-nature orientation (What is the relation of "man" 
to nature?) 
3. Time orientation (What is the temporal focus of human 
life?) 
4. Activity orientation (What is the modality of human 
activity?) 
5. Relational orientation (What is the modality of "man's" 
relationsh to other "men"?) 
Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck posit that the current dominant 
middle-class U.S. culture sees human nature as basically good 
(though Puritan Americans believed that human nature was basical-
ly evil, though changeable). We are individualistic, doing-
oriented, future-oriented, and believe in mastery over nature. 
Many traditional cultures, on the other hand, see people as 
basically evil or good and evil fand unchangeable), subjugated 
nature, and past-oriented; their focus is on being, and they are 
largely authoritarian. Navaho Indian culture, though, is 
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FIGURE 1: The Kluckhohn Model 
THE KLUCKHOHN MODEL 
ORIENTATION RANGE 
I MIXTURE OF 
HUMAN BASICALLY EVIL NEUTRAL I GOOD & EVIL BASICALLY GOOD I 
NATURE ---------- - - - - - - -,- - - - ,_ - - - - -------I I MUTABLE I IMMUTABLE MUTABLE I IMMUTABLE MUTABLE I IMMUTABLE 
MAN-NATURE SUBJUGATION TO HARMONY WITH MASTERY OVER 
RELATIONSHIP NATURE NATURE NATURE 
TIME PAST-ORIENTED PRESENT-ORIENTED FUTURE-ORIENTED 
SENSE (TRADITION BOUND) (SITUATIONAL) (GOAL-ORIENTED) 
ACTIVITY BEING BEING-IN-BECOMING* DOING (EXPRESSIVE/EMOTIONAL) (INNER DEVELOPMENT) (ACTION-ORIENTED) 
SOCIAL LINEALITV-* COLLATERALITV-** INDIVIDUALISM**•• 
RELATIONS (AUTHORITARIAN) (COLLECTIVE DECISIONS) (EQUAL RIGHTS) 
EXPLANATIONS OF TERMS USED ABOVE: 
*BEING-IN-BECOMING-THE PERSONALITY IS GIVEN TO CONTAINMENT AND CONTROL BY MEANS OF SUCH ACTIVITIES AS MEDITATION ANO DE· 
TACHMENT, FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SELF AS A UNIFIED WHOLE. 
**LINEALITY-LINES OF AUTHORITY CLEARLY ESTABLISHED ANO DOMINANT-SUBORDINATE RELATIONSHIPS CLEARLY DEFINED AND RESPECTED 
RIGHTS ACCORDING TO RANK. . 
···coLLATERALITY-MAN IS AN INDIVIDUAL AND ALSO A MEMBER OF MANY GROUPS AND SUB-GROUPS HE IS INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT 
AT THE SAME TIME. ' 
****INDIVIDUALISM-AUTONOMY OF THE INDIVIDUAL 
Source: Florence Kluckhohn and Fred Strodtbeck. Variations in Value Orientations (Evanston, Illinois: Row, Peterson & Co.. 1961) ( See es-
pecially Chapter 1 . ) 
oriented toward callateralitv, present. doing. harmony-with 
natu~·e. an('J aocd-and-eviJ (immutable). Japanese culture is 
portraved as havina a unique mixture of perception of human 
nature as aood and evil: being in harmony with nature; and 
oriented toward past and future, toward self-development and 
doina: and toward authority and groups. 
These variations in value orientations have many significant 
imoJications for intercultural training groups. Differences in 
the ways that we understand social relations. for example, can 
comnlicate training group norms. A trainer who insists on the 
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eq11alit~ and autonomy of each individual may encounter resistance 
or lack of unresponsiveness from individuals from highly callee 
tive or authoritarian cultures. Attitudes toward time, activism, 
and control over one's environment will also be played out within 
the educational setting. These differences, if gone unrecog-
nized, may become sources of conflict and alienation of par-
ticipants. With skillful facilitation, on the other hand, they 
can create a rich pool of valuable learning experiences. 
Hofstede (1980) also described the relationship of values to 
culture along four dimensions. His dimensions are: power 
distance (defined as ''the extent to which the less powerful 
persons in a society accept inequality power and consider it 
as normal"), uncertain avoidance (discomfort with and avoidance 
of ambiguous or unpredictable situations), individualism (as 
opposed to collectivism, in the anthropological sense), and 
mascul ity (the extent to which a culture distinguishes sex 
roles}. Hofstede studied 40 countries and placed them each along 
the four dimensions according to their cultural tendencies. He 
then clustered them into eight culture areas, and analyzed 
correlations across dimensions. (See Appendix B.) Scandinavian 
cultures. for example, tended toward high individualism, low 
power distance, low masculinity, and weak uncertainty avoidance. 
Many Latin American cultures, in contrast, showed low in-
dividualism, high power distance, high masculinity, and strong 
uncertainty avoidance. 
In a later article, Hofstede (1986) applied this data to its 
lications for teachers working with students of a fferent 
culture. He del tes four problems unique to cross cultural 
learning situations: 
1. differences in the social positions of teachers and 
students in the two societies; 
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2. differences in the relevance of the curriculum (training 
content) for the two societies: 
3. differences in profiles of cognitive abilities between 
the populations from which teacher and student are drawn; 
4. differences in expected patterns of teacher/student and 
student/student interaction (quoted from p. 303). 
In feminine societies. according to Hofstede, students 
cractice mutual solidarity, try to behave modestly, and admire 
friendliness in teachers, who avoid openly praising students. In 
masculine societies, on the other hand, students compete with 
each other. try to make themselves visible, and admire brilliance 
in teachers, who openly praise good students. Thus a Dane who 
conducts training for Venezuelans might need to modi her 
approaches to conform to Venezuelan culture, unless she has an 
educational rationale for modeling "feminine" norms. 
Uncertainty avoidance can also be a source of cross-purposes 
in training. Learners from weak uncer nty avoidance societies 
such as Denmark tend to feel more comfortable unstructured 
learning situations than their Venezuelan counterparts. 
interpret intellectual sagreement as a stimulating exercise 
rather than as personal disloyalty, and they tend to suppress 
emotions. Opposite expectations are likely to be found in strong 
uncertainty avoidance societies. 
The individualism-collectivism dimension has further im-
9lications for training in groups, particularly in terms of 
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taking risks, speaking out in large groups. and dividing into 
smaller groups. While individualist cultures value risk-taking, 
spe out (even in large groups), and treating learners 
equal and arbitrarily, collectivist cultures stress face-
saving, speaking only when appropriate, and treatment of in-
dividuals according to their status or social groups. 
Power-distance, finally, has a significant impact on the 
extent to which learner-centered education is valued or accepted. 
In large power-distance societies, according to Hofstede, educa-
tion is teacher-centered, and teachers are not to be challenged 
or contradicted. The implications for tra ing across cultures 
are clear. 
Hofstede offers examples of conflicts rooted in cultural 
differences: An American teacher is too familiar with his 
Chinese students, an Italian teacher feels that it is inap-
propriate to be evaluated by his American students, and an Indian 
teacher is discouraged by the nepotism that goes on in his 
African school. He points out that 
the cultural differences related to Individualism/ 
Collectivism and to Power Distance are the ones that 
tend to distinguish wealthy, industrialized societies 
from poor, traditional ones. They will therefore be 
likely to account for most of the pitfalls in teacher/ 
student interaction training programmes aimed at 
economic development (pp. 310-311). 
A third set of orientations was conceived by Lingenfelter 
and Mayers {1986). They contrasted U.S. culture with that of the 
Micronesian island of Yap along six axes. 
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FIGURE 2: The 
time orientation - ---------------------------- event orientation 
dichotomous thinking -- ---------------------- holistic thinking 
crisis orientation·---------------------- noncrisis orientation 
task orientation----------------------------- person orientation 
achievement focus--------------------------------- status focus 
exposure of vulnerability---------- concealment of vulnerability 
Lingenfelter and Mayers observed that, in general, U.S. Americans 
tended toward the left-hand side of each axis, while the Yapese 
tended toward the right. 
Other authors, as well, have developed models of cultural 
differences. Among them are Brown and Levinson's (1978) power 
and distance dimensions, Hall's (1976) low- and high-context 
communication, and Triandis's 11988) individualism-collectivism. 
When training with intercultural groups, it is important to 
recognize the ranae of differences that exist so as to anticipate 
the variety of needs that diverse learners might present. It can 
also be useful to be familiar with tendencies of particular 
cultures in order to aid prediction of individual orientations 
and their resulting norms and expectations for trai ng. It is 
especially valuable to be aware of one's own cultural tendencies. 
Hofstede's study is particularly useful in the way that it 
relates cultural values to their implications for learning 
environments. 
These generalizations. however, are just that, and should be 
applied with caution. Value orientations, like cognitive styles 
and communication patterns are, in Carbaugh's words, "not linked 
in any deterministic way to a people.'' It is recommended not to 
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rely on generalizations about cultures, but to get to know the 
training group itself. Trainers suggest various ways of doing 
this, including the use of "cultural guides" to assist in the 
training design process. Observation is of utmost importance. 
Fox, et al. (1991) suggest some norms to look for: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
What formalities are observed? Who opens and closes the 
meeting, and how? 
Where do people of different status sit? 
How are topics introduced? By going straight to the 
point? By careful indirection? 
Which topics are introduced first? 
What irrelevant topics are introduced? Are they really 
irrevelent? 
How do people get permission - or find an opening to 
speak? 
How 1ong does it typically take the group to decide on 
something? What is the process for coming to a decision? 
How do people express their dissatisfaction with another 
group member? 
What kinds of decisions are made outside the meeting? 
where and how are they make? By whom? 
The trainer may try to shape the culture of the learning 
environment. There is often, however, a previous culture to 
which the trainees, but not the tra belong. The trainer's 
ability to conform to the latter and successfully luence the 
former will depend upon the extent to which (s)he can ascertain 
the norms of the group. 
Many educators stress the importance of accommodating the 
cognitive styles and preferred modes of learning of all learners. 
David Kalb's (1971) discussion of learning styles is probably the 
most well-known. Kolb asserted that there are four kinds of 
learnina abilities: concrete experience, reflective observation, 
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abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation. While 
each individual usually learns from a combination of these 
abilities. (s)he also tends to have one or two preferred styles. 
(See Gould, 1980, for a discussion of other models of learning 
styles.) Several authors in the field of multicultural education 
point out that students' learning styles are likely to be strong-
ly influenced by their ethnic backgrounds. Anderson (1988) 
delineates types of tasks with which U.S. students of various 
cultural heritages tend to excel. He then interprets this as a 
function of "Western" (meaning Euro-Americans, primarily males) 
and non-Western (female and immigrant) world views, which he 
outlines as follows: 
FIGURE 3: Anderson's Cultural Groupings 
of World Views and Cognitive Styles 
~ 
· · Some Fundamental Dimensions of ~o-~tem -es. Western Wbrld View 
Non-Western ~m 
• Empbasilc group cooperation 
• Aduettmmt as it refleccs group 
• Emphasize individual competition 
• Achievement tor the individual 
• Value barmottv with nature 
• Tune is tebri~ 
• Muse master and control narute 
• Adhei:e ro rigid time sd:ledule 
• Acccp< :a:treaivc e:xpmsion 
• Exmxied f:amily 
• Limit affi:crive eir:press.ion 
• Nuclear f:amily 
• Holistic thinking • Dualistic thinking 
• Religion penneates culture • Religion distinct from other pan:sof 
culture . 
• Accepc-«ichiewsofothcrcuicures 
• Socially oriented 
• Feel their world view is superior 
• Task oriented 
~ 
Cognitive Style C.Omparisoo 
Fidd-Dependent 
Rdation.al/Holistic 
Alffl:tivc 
Characterisrics 
L Pt=i111e lements as a pa.rt of a 
roaal piau.ne. 
2. Do best on vetbal tub. 
3. Leam mamial which bas a human 
sooal coment and which is dwac-
a:med by fmwy and humoc:. 
4. Mxmmcr in.6.uenced by am:boriz. 
ing 6gurcs expression of coo6daxe 
ordculx. 
5. Style coaflicts with tmditiooa.l 
school environment. 
Fidd-Independent 
Analytic 
Non-Affi:ctive 
Characterisrics 
L Pt=i...: elements as discrete from 
their background. 
2. Do best on analytic tasks. 
3. Leam material chat is inanimate 
and impersorud more easily. 
4. Ptm>anance not greatly atfecred 
by the opinions of orhets. 
5. Style awches up with m05[ sc:nool 
enYiroaments. d 
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Anderson's summary of world views, which reflects those of 
Hofstede and Kluckhohn, yields dominant cognitives es for non-
Western and Western learners, respectively. Non-Western students 
apparently excel at field-dependent, relational, and affective 
learning. while Westerners prefer field-independent, analytic, 
non-affective tasks. 
Other authors venture observations about specific cultures. 
Swisher and Deyhle (1987) describe the ways which Kwakuitl 
Indians of the Northwest learn best: 
Kwakuitl children typically learn by observation, manipulation 
and tation .... These children display remarkable 
ability in visual discrimination and in imitating the behavior of 
others (p. 347). 
Kolodny 11991) cites various styles of reasoning (by analys-
is and by linear logic), problem solving (inductive and deduc-
tive), identification (empathic and abstract), understanding, 
skill-building, and responding to different types of cues (audio, 
visual, and written). These styles are often rooted in culture, 
and often strict individual. None of them, furthermore, are 
immutable. The various types of learning are useful for trainers 
to know about in order to facilitate needs assessment of in-
dividual learners. 
Similar to cognit styles, but more specifically relevant 
to interactive learning, are communicative styles. Condon & 
Yousef (1988) demonstrate how cultural value differences in-
fluence spoken and written communication. Members of consensus-
seekina cultures. for example, are likely to organize their 
argument:;: th less strength of conviction than those of societi-
English 
es which value debate. The former style "may be carefully 
organized so as not to come to a central point or conclusion" 
(Anderson, p. 8). Condon and Yousef illustrate differences in 
logic among speakers of English, Semitic, Oriental, and Romance 
languages. 
FIGURE 4 - Condon & Yousef's Differences in Writing Logic 
' 
• I 
Semet1c 
(Arab, E:gypt1.sn, 
Lebonese. etc.) 
Oriental 
(Chtnese, Korean, 
Japanese, etc.) 
Romance 
(Ita11an, Span1sh, 
French, Portugcse) 
Nichols (1985) presents another interesting survey of 
cultural elements related to learning. See appendix D for his 
"Philosophical Aspects of Cultural Difference." 
Clearly, anyone pursuing educational efforts with diverse 
groups of people would do well to pay attention to these dif-
ferences. Understanding the relationship between culture and 
cognition has the following benefits: 
- Recognizing that difficulty with (or lack of response to) a 
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particular type of activity does not necessarily reflect intel-
lectual deficiency. Trainers who understand that learners from 
other backgrounds have their own strengths and approaches to 
contribute can make use of these different approaches while 
affirming the worth of each individual. 
- Gaining a sense of what methods, approaches, and activities 
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m t be appropriate for a given group. If a trainer knows that 
her training group is likely to be made up of people who tend 
toward a particular style of ana is, for example, she can gear 
her design accordingly (while, of course, recognizing that there 
are always likely to be differences). 
- Being prepared for groups with highly varied learning styles. 
Varying activities is always a good idea, anyway. All learners 
can benefit from a combination of familiar, comfortable ac-
tivities and newer, more challenging ones. 
Learning and cognitive styles are important, but not unique 
determinants of appropriate training activities. The training 
content, and the ideology that goes with it, will also have 
methodological implications. 
GroUJ:) Dynamic:'s: Intel'.""9ulturc1.l Commµ11icat,ion 
Individual differences, whether or not they are rooted in 
national or ethnic culture, are very important in groups of 
learners. Multicultural groups, however, are more than just 
collections of individuals. They have dynamics of their own 
which are influenced by the interactions of individuals and their 
respective cultures or social groups. 
There is quite a lot of literature in the fields of social 
cognition and intercultural communication (among others\ that 
addresses the psychol cal effects and forces which come into 
play when people of two or more cultural groups interact. Kim 
(1991) provides a brief survey: 
People of different cultures lack the commonality of ex-
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periences on which communication is based. This lack of familia-
ri and the corresponding difficulty in coding and decoding 
messages creates anxiety on the part of interactants. 
We tend to categorize people that we meet based on the 
extent to which we perceive them to be similar or different to 
ourselves. This results in intergroup posturing, or loyalty to 
the in-group, and psychological distancing, or discrimination of 
the out-group (Brewer & Miller, 1984; Brown & Turner, 1981). We 
rsonalize the ''other'', accentuating differences and shying 
away from requesting intimate information (Lee & Boster, 1991). 
We also make attribution errors, and attribute the negatively 
perceived behavior of other individuals to their social groups, 
if are different from our own (Ross, 1977; Pettigrew, 1979). 
Because of differences in sociocultural background and 
communicative conventions, participants find it dif-
ficult to establish and maintain conversational cooper-
ation. Like ballroom dancers who are strangers to one 
another they misinterpret one another's signals, 
struggle to develop a sequence or theme, or establish a 
rhythm quarrel over rights to lead, and, metaphorical-
ly speaking, trample one another's toes 
(Chick, in Carbaugh, 1991, p. 227\. 
As social oarticipants, Chick points out, we are usually unaware 
of the sociological sources of confusion. As a result, we blame 
communication failures on mental and psychological characteris-
tics of the individuals with which we are interacting. This often 
leads to negative perceptions and stereotypes of groups of people 
who are different from ourselves. 
Finally, there is the issue of power relations: 
Intergroup posturing tendencies have been observed to 
be particularly acute when the interactants come from 
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groups that have a history of dominance/subjugation or 
a significant discrepancy in the current power status 
or prestige of the respective groups .... The actual 
and perceived power discrepancy between the interac-
tants' group memberships tends to be further accen-
tuated when physically observable cultural differences 
are strongly present in intercultural encounters (Kim, 
1991, p. 267). 
Carbaugh (1990) points out that power is "the equali not only 
to speak, but also to be heard as having something worthy to say" 
(p. 152). 
Chick (in Carbaugh, 1991) illustrates one impact of power 
relations on communication between black and white South Afri-
cans. The many years of blacks' subordinate status, he shows, 
have created speech patterns which reflect deference or subser-
vience, When black South Africans a to break out of these 
catterns and express what they actually feel, they are perceived 
by whites as inconsistent (or worse). 
Carbaugh 11990) discusses what he calls interactional coding 
of cultural identity. He writes that every culture has a dif-
ferent set of communication objectives, and that an individual's 
way of interacting with others is a reflection of his or her 
cultural values. Dominant (white, Anglo, middle-class} American 
culture. for example, communicates in ways that reflect the 
importance of individuality, truthfulness, and speaking out. 
Abori 1 communication, on the other hand, is cooperat 
collective, "connected and included within consensual themes" (p. 
158). Teamsters, Osage, and Burundi speakers, says Carbaugh, all 
speak "as holders of positions in a social hierarchy" Black 
American culture, finally, values communication as performance. 
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Truth, consensus, social positioning, and performance take 
differing positions in a hierarchy of goals for each culture. 
Carbaugh relates these cultural bases of communication objectives 
to Brown and Levinson's (?) power and distance dimensions. 
[power-distance table (18); Johnstone's table of persuasive 
strategies] 
As an example, Carbaugh desribes a collaborative meeting 
between Soviet and U.S. American programs, the objective of which 
was for the U.S. to share information about their program for 
tion by the Soviets. Because the Soviet spokesperson 
wanted to show their program in its best possible light, and 
because the Americans unwittingly responded by revealing their 
problems. the result was "a Soviet pattern unwilling to make 
known what most needed to be known. and an American pattern 
eagerly disclosing what needed to be known the least'' (p. 160) 
Cultures also differ in the way that they structure com-
munication encounters, for example in the length of pauses in 
speech, the kinds of topics broached, and the signals which 
reflect status or res~ect. 
Tra s need to monitor intercultural communication effects 
vigilantly, particularly in terms of their own verbal and nonver-
bal communication. We must recognize, too, that while many of 
these effects will be most present in groups representing distant 
countries. they also exist multicultural groups within the 
United States. They can. in fact, be particularly harmful in 
situations where they are discounted or easily overlooked, or 
where issues of oppression are salient. 
Group Dynamics: Oppres::;i(,):ri 
Oppression has been defined as 
any state or situation where an individual or group 
objectifies and exploits another, by making decisions 
for the other, prescribing another's consciousness and 
perception and hindering the pursuit of self-affirma-
tion as a responsible person" (Freire, 1972, p. 40). 
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Oppression exists at the societal level, the institutional level, 
and the individual level. It involves psycho-social processes 
that are sometimes conscious, and sometimes unconscious. Con-
scious and unconscious oppression existing in any society can be 
expected to be carried over into the educational setting, as 
well This has been addressed in the multicultural education 
literature in the U.S. and Europe. 
Many authors place an emphasis on power relations. The 
European Council for Cultural Cooperation made the following 
recommendation: "Recognition of the equal value of different 
cultures must not obscure the fact that in reality they exist in 
the context of relations of economic, political and cultural 
dominance" , 1986, p. 25). The educational setting, there-
fore, "should confer enhanced status on the cultures of migrants 
and their countries of origin [through) the place it ves to the 
various languages and cultures and by the interest it shows in 
them" (p. 26). Arlette Olmos (1987) adds that, 
Interculturalism rejects the assimilation of minority 
cultures by dominant national cultures and underlines 
the need for harmonious in ion of this linguistic 
and cultural diversity .... Between different social 
groups there is always a relationship of dom tion, 
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and it is important that cultures scorned by the offi-
cial majorities should be granted a recognized status 
(p. 7)' 
Michael Olneck (1990) argues that multicultural education, to 
date, has been negligent in its failure to incorporate {rather 
than simply tolerating) differences; its oversight of relation-
ships of power, dominance, and subordination; and its de-emphasis 
on the collective identity of groups. 
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IMPLICATIONS OF CULTURE FOR TRAINING 
at i nq Posit i ye _ Co,ncli. __ ti.o;ri:s 
Before attempting to prescribe ways to ensure effectiveness 
and empowerment in training, it is necessary to define these 
terms. I define effectiveness as the extent to which the entire 
training group meets the objectives of the workshop or education-
al experience. Some workshops will be designed with individual 
learning objectives in mind, while others might be more group-
oriented. Workshops may also have desirable but unintended 
consequences; these, too, are elements of effectiveness. Un-
desirable consequences (such as negative group interactions, 
reinforcement of stereotypes, or misinterpretation of material) 
decrease training effectiveness. To the extent that training 
objectives are shared among participants, trainers, and funders, 
effectiveness may be measured and agreed upon. If , howe·ver, 
these parties have differing objectives, then perceptions of 
effectiveness will also vary. For training to be satisfying to 
all parties, there must often be some negotiation of objectives. 
Empowerment, in its broadest sense. means increased access 
to important resources and influence, or reduction of oppression. 
Educationally, it implies the acquisition of knowledge and skills 
that are useful or necessary. In the psychological sense, 
empowerment refers to an increase in self-esteem. Validation and 
in tion of each learner's own strengths and indigenous ways 
is an important aspect of empowerment in a training situation. 
Recognition of what each culture has to offer not only heightens 
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the influence of that culture's members; it also equips others 
with additional knowledge and skills. Not all funders and 
Three of the trainers in ewed for this study discussed 
the tension between the trainer's educa anal philosophy and the 
desires of tra s. All three said that they dealt with this 
tension by pushinq trainees as far as possible toward participa 
tion. self-disclosure or experiential learning, for example, but 
at the same time recognizing limits. Two said that they would 
typically explain to tra s the reasons for their approaches, 
while seeking feedback about what was appropriate in the trai 
nees' culture. As Casse (1981) writes, 
In an effec ve learning, training process, a careful 
blend of three strategies - adapt, adopt and retain -
on the part of both the trainer and trainee work syner-
gist ally. The result is the creation of a new set of 
cultural assumptions, values and beliefs on training 
and learning that neither the trainer nor the trainees 
possessed individually beforehand (p. 175). 
One of the most important tasks of a trainer is responsive-
ness to the needs and other characteristics of trainees. Respon-
siveness has several components. First, the tra must honor 
and respect these variations among learners. This respect must 
be real, not pretended, and is conveyed through language and 
behavior. Second, (s)he must be able to identify needs and other 
characteristics of learners through pre-assessment and ongoing 
observation. Some assessment tools include questionnaires, 
scales, interviews, journals, meetings, and observation. (See 
Pietro, 1983.) Third, the trainer must be able to evaluate 
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learnina experiences in relation to participants' needs. Here it 
is essential that the trainer identify and prioritize training 
obiectives. the trainer must know how to build group 
norms and adapt and substitute activities accordingly. 
Another difficult but very important responsibility of the 
trainer is to identify and minimize the negative effects of 
intercultural communication such as asynchrony, ethnocentrism, 
prejudice, and inequality in participation, respect. and access 
to learning. Some of the trainers interviewed recommend ex-
plicitly addressing the social identities of both trainers and 
trainees. Arnold, et al. write that to ignore the position of 
the educator is to obscure the power dynamics in the training 
situation. When the educator's identity is made explicit, 
then the power dynamics in the group can be linked more 
consciously to the wider power relations in which our 
work is situated. We can make transparent the process 
of empowerment so that the learners can have informed 
and collective control over it (p. 12). 
Some trainers also recommend being up front about ideology. One 
sometimes points out to trainees the difference between openness, 
which she feels is necessary, and neutrality, which she feels is 
impossible. It is critical for the trainer to be aware of his or 
her own psychological reactions to what others say and do. The 
trainer should also pay particular attention to minority or 
subordinate group members in terms of their comprehension, 
participation, and validation. All of these tasks can be greatly 
facilitated by having co-trainers of different cultures. 
Landis and Brislin (1983) suggest that negative intercul-
Finally, 
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tural communication effects can be neutralized by equalizing 
status. encouraging intimate interaction (to increase famili-
ari ) , and focusing on superordinate (shared) goals. 
Gudykunst (1991) identifies a number of ways to improve 
communication across cultures. He first cites four skills 
necessary for communication in any context (within or across 
cultures!. These are: 
1. dist shing among descriptions, interpretations, and 
evaluations of others' behavior (and recognizing that our 
interpretations may be wrongl; 
2. us feedback to verify mutual understanding; 
3. lis ng effectively: and 
4. explicit metacommunicating (talking about the content, 
methods, reasons etc. for our communication}. 
Some of these, such as feedback, are more appropriate in some 
cultures than others. They all. however, can be practiced in 
training situations. Gudykunst then suggests (from Stephan, 
1985) thirteen criteria for positive contact among social groups. 
1. Cooperation within groups should be maximized and 
competition between groups should be minimized. 
2. Members of the in-group and the out-group should 
be of equal status both within and outside the 
contact situation. 
3. Similarity of group members on nonstatus dimen-
sions (beliefs, values, etc.) appears to be desir-
able. 
4. Differences in competence should be avoided. 
5. The outcomes should be positive. 
6. Strong normative and institutional support for the 
contact sould be provided. 
7. The intergroup contact should have the potential 
to extend beyond the immediate situation. 
8. Individuation of group members should be promoted. 
9. Nonsuperficial contact (e.g. mutual disclosure of 
ormation) should be encouraged. 
10. The contact should be voluntary. 
11. Positive effects are likely to correlate with the 
duration of the contact. 
12. The contact should occur a variety of contexts 
with a variety of in-group and out-group members. 
13. Equal numbers of in-group and out-group members 
should be used (p.643). 
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Again. many of these conditions can, and should, be created in 
training settings. 
One trainer interviewed suggested a number of ways to ''make 
space for different voices,'' thereby equalizing power within the 
traininq group. First, include opportunities for individual, 
reflective work. as well as interactive activities. Second, call 
on individuals and give specific assignments. Third, make use of 
small groups. Trainers, finally, must be cognizant of how they 
treat people, and be able to notice and interpret a wide variety 
of cues from trainees. 
A number of authors. as well. offer methods for encouraging 
participation of all learners, especially those of low status. 
Gudykunst, Ting-Toomey, and Wiseman (1991) stress that the 
cultural backqrounds of learners should be taken into account in 
order to allow, but not force, participation. They quote the 
followinq pointers from Jenkins (1985): 
Above all, be honest and unambiguous about how impor-
tant classroom partici ion is in your class, and 
about how it 11 be assessed. If it is important, the 
following "principles" will be applicable. 
1. Develop strategies for equalizing participation. 
2. Respond positively to every student's effort to 
participate. 
3. Allow time for student participation. 
4. Encourage students to share culture-specific 
knowledge and experience while avoiding asking them 
to act as spokespersons for their races [or cul 
turesl. (p. 41 
Suzanne Scollan (19811 studied professors who taught native 
Alaskan students. She found that those who were successful with 
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native Alaskan students ''tried to get everyone to say something 
on the first day of class'', had students share personal back-
ground and why they were taking the class !this was a small 
class, and some students were uncomfortable at the time but 
appreciated it later), ''had students first write down on paper 
what they wanted out of the course, then say one thing out loud." 
Some instructors found that participation varied depending on the 
appropriateness of hand-raising in a given situation. When their 
backs were turned to write on a blackboard, for example, students 
who did not normally raise their hands felt freer to speak up. 
Participation in this case was equalized. Other modes of par-
ticipation such as writing and small-group discussion were found 
to be more compatible with Native Alaskan values. Spatial 
arrangements, finally, were found to have an effect on participa-
tion. ''Students who sit within what Edward Hall defines as 
social stance tend to participate more than those who sit at 
what Hall calls public distance" (p.7). 
This study highlights a number of cultural variables in 
participation: 
the appropriateness of speaking one's opinion 
importance of reflection, not saying what someone else 
has already said 
accepting what those of higher status (esp. teachers) say 
- Self sclosure 
appropriateness (is it respected?) 
comfort lwillingness to expose vulnerability) 
- Modes of participation: listening, speaking, writing, 
- Small vs. large groups, heterogeneous vs. homogeneous 
Two general recommendations can be gleaned from these 
results. First, set a precedent for equal participation by 
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closely structuring it ear on the workshop. Second, vary 
the opportunities for participation. Some types of participation 
include: 
independent work (writing, reflecting, practicing) 
- dependent work (listening. observing) 
- interdependent work (talking, exchang , practicing} 
The last category is the one that is usually problematic with 
some cultural groups. Interdependent work can take on a number 
of different forms. It may focus on self-disclosure (which is 
risky) or on problem-solving (which is less risky}. It may be 
conducted in large groups (sometimes silencing for people) or in 
dyads and small groups. The structure, as well, may be varied. 
The norm of hand-raising, as noted above, is an example. Another 
method of structur participation might incorporate mandatory 
pauses between utterances. Final , it is useful for the trainer 
to distinguish among s of verbal participation such as 
suggesting. informing, listening, questioning, interpreting, 
agreeing, and summarizing. 
Hutchison (1989) addresses the particular needs of low-
income participants, and ways to encourage the participation in 
rst, she says, respect and try to accommodate low-
income participants' cravings for power (authority) and material 
comfort. Also. recognize cultural sources of hesitancy to 
up in aroups. Finally, appreciate individual differences. Other 
conditions that Hutchison suggests to ze participat 
low-income people are: 
1. an atmosphere responsive to participants' needs (e.g. 
transportation) 
of 
2~ frequent personal contact 
3. opportunities for people to share (outside as well as 
inside of structured experiences) 
4. opportunities for presentation of complex or controver-
sial topics 
5. sensitivity to needs for control and authority 
6. clear decision-making processes 
7. inclus group processes and leadership that draws 
people out, and 
8. patience and persistence. 
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These conditions would certainly encourage participation of a 
wide variety of people. 
The value of participation depends on a number of assump-
t:i.ons: first, that learners are knowledgeable as a result of 
their own life experience and previous education. Teachers, 
therefore, should serve as facilitators rather than databanks. 
Learners, furthermore. should take responsibility for their own 
learning. Finallv, equality is an important social value that 
should carry over into educational settings. Trainers who 
subscribe to these values. and who want training experiences to 
reflect them, should be explicit, to themselves as well as to 
trainees, about their rationale for a participative approach. 
One trainer communicated this to participants in her program by 
calling it a "shared learning ence" rather than a training 
workshop. Trainers, furthermore, should give participants time 
to become comfortable with the approach (if it is new to them), 
and must respect the opinions of others and their reasons for 
reticence to par c te in ways that the trainer expects. 
Learners. likewise, should be sensitive to the approach of the 
tra 
Another important condition for effective training with 
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diverse groups is the use of inclusive language, that is, lan-
guage that everyone can understand and that alienates no one. 
With some aroups. this may be an unattainable 1 . m • ~rainers, 
in any case, should be as inclusive as possible, through the use 
of ither common languages or interpreters. One tra r recom-
mends altering the process to include translation where neces-
sarv, but warns that the trainer in this situation must be 
to relinquish the monitor of small groups. It is also 
tant to be cognizant of the political implications of language 
choice. English, for e, might be ewed as an oppressive 
colonial language in one situation, and a unif ng and empowering 
lanquaqe in another. Hofstede (1986) suggests that 
the chances for successful cultural adaptation are 
better if the teacher is to teach in the students' 
language rather than if the student is to learn the 
teacher's language, because the teacher has more power 
over the 1 ng situation than any single student. 
Language is the vehicle of culture and it is an obs 
ate vehicle. Language categorizes reality according to 
its corresponding culture. Together with a foreign 
language, the teacher acquires a basis of sensiti ty 
for the students' culture fp. 314). 
Gudykunst, et al. (1991) recommend modeling of inclusive, bias-
free language. Any stereo sin materials, they po out. 
should be explicitly identified as such. 
less of language, trainees as well as trainers need to 
speak clearly and make use of other (nonverbal) methods of 
communication. One trainer said that she always models active 
listening, checking th others to make sure that what they 
understood is what she intended to communicate. Another tra 
pointed out the importance of minimizing training group size. 
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All of the trainers interviewed suggested adaptations for 
particular training groups. Two sized the need to evaluate 
the feasibility and cultural appropriateness of tra ng objec-
tives. and to vary approaches accordingly. Another stressed 
ation of methods according to learning styles and education-
al levels, The fourth noted the importance of the trainer's 
dress and comportment, and recommended paying ample attention to 
feedback and discussion of expectations, where necessary. 
Trainer Att:ributes and PrE:!p_axatiori 
In order to create the conditions described above, tra s 
need a wide array of skills, attitudes, and knowl Among the 
most important attributes for trainers of se groups are 
cross-cultural skills. These are particularly relevant, of 
course. when the training is taking place in a country that is 
foreign to the tra ner, or where the trainees are all of the same 
cultural group that is different from that of the tra r. 
Cross cultural skills, though, are extremely valuable in any 
situation where the trainer must interact with one or more 
individuals of different cultures. 
Landis and Brislin (1983\ recommend objectives and content 
areas for cross-cultural training. Some of these are culture-
specific, and would therefore probably not be appropriate objec-
s for a training of trainers workshop. though they are 
relevant for trainers working with a particular cultural group. 
Amonq the culture-specific cognitive objectives are: 
greater understanding of host nationals from host view-
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point, 
decrease in negat stereotypes, and 
increased knowledge about the other culture. 
Culture-general cognitive objectives include: 
development of complex thinking, 
increase in "world mindedness" and 
knowl about one's own culture. 
Affective objectives are: 
greater enjoyment in cross-cultural interaction. and 
positive feelings about cross cultural work and working 
relations with hosts. 
Behavioral objectives elude: 
improved intercultural interpersonal relations in work 
groups, 
adjustment to stress, and 
ease in interaction with others. 
Finally, Landis and Brislin cite the following cognitive content 
areas: 
factors in intercultural communication {e.g. language, 
nonverbal behavior, values, beliefs, norms, cognitive and 
behavioral styles); 
characteristics of the communica on/interaction process; 
intercultural relations and cultural differences (e.g. 
social group membership); and 
factors that inhibit and promote tercultural communica-
tion, including personal characteristics and situational 
variables. 
Kim equates the ability to cope with intercultural difficul 
ties with adaptability. IS)he? also breaks this down into its 
cognitive, affective, and behavioral components, and cites 
studies and examples of each: 
Cognitive (sense-making) compl ty, category width, 
perspective taking; 
Affective (readiness): adaptive motivation, affirmative 
self/other attitude, ambiguity tolerance, empathy, and 
empathic motivation (vs. psychological distance, r-
group anxiety, ethnocentrism, and prejudice); 
Behavioral/operational: behavioral flexibility, com-
munication accommodation, message compl ty, person-
centered communication, interpersonal management, and 
interaction involvement. 
Other authors emphasize slightly different aspects of 
intercultural competence. Klopf and Park (1984) list seven 
behavioral intercultural skills: communicating respect, being 
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nonjudgmental, personalizing knowledge and perc ions, empathy, 
role flexibility, sharing interaction (dialogue) and tolerance 
of ambiguity. Hammer (1991) cites five primary and secondary 
intercultural communication skills. The primary skills are: 
interaction management, immediacy, social relaxation, verbal and 
nonverbal expression {of respect}, and other orientation lls 
such as empathy, listening (accurate perception), and openminded-
ness. The secondary skills are task/social orientation, innova 
tiveness. teaching skills, problem-solving skills, and conflict 
management skills. See appendix D (from Landis and Brislin, 
1983) for further studies. 
These cross-cultural competencies, as identified by Landis 
and Brislin, Kim. and others. are all important for trainers 
wi ercultural groups. Each interaction between the 
trainer and an individual of another culture is a cross cultural 
experience. The trainer must not only manage those interactions 
between herself and others, but also those among other members of 
the training group. Cross-cultur skills, knowl , and 
attitudes are icul important where the trainer is working 
in a culture that is foreign to her own. Awareness is not 
enough~ trainers must be ready to translate their theoretical 
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knowledge into appropriate behavior and relationships with 
others. 
Also necessary for the trainer of intercultural groups are 
intercultural communication skills. Gudykunst identifies what he 
believes to be the most necessary skills in reducing or controll-
ing uncertainty and anxiety (the two most imcortant elements of 
intercultural communication) Uncertainty reduction requires 
empathy and behavioral flexibility, while anxiety reduction 
requires mindfulness (openness to new information, perspectives, 
and cateaories) and tolerance for ambiguity. 
Authors in the field of multicultural education also discuss 
competencies necessary for educators in diverse classrooms. 
Pusch (1979) writes that teachers should be ''able to suspend 
judgment, observe and interpret culturally determined behaviors, 
tolerate ambiguity, and perceive the differences and similarities 
that exist between cultures." Teacher trainers, furthermore, 
should be familiar with a variety of training methodol-
ogy... [ and] should have a firm grasp of basic theoret-
ical concepts in communication, perception, culture, 
cross-culture adjustment, and intercultural learning 
(Pusch, 1979, p. 98). 
Teachers. writes Pusch. should also have adaptive personalities 
(from Adler. 1974) as well as affective skills discussed by 
Gudykunst. They should also be able to acquire, adapt, and 
develop materials appropriate to multicultural groups (from 
Bactiste. 1977). Culture is complex; multicultural and cross-
cultural education, consequently, require a certain tentative-
ness. reassessment of assumptions, and 'drawing out'. "Indeed, a 
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strength of education and training in a multicultural group lies 
in the fact that this 'drawing out' is part of the le ng 
itself." The structor, says Pusch, needs above all to be 
flexible and a lled facilitator of nonverbal as well as verbal 
communication (p. 107). Pusch offers training activities for the 
following competencies: perception, cultural self-awareness, 
values, and communication. She points out that in monocultural 
groups, 
there is a greater need to simulate cultural differen-
ces around which to build the learning. In multicul-
tural groups the differences are immediately and some-
times explosively present in the group. The challenge 
is to find ways to use the interaction of people from 
different cultures as the learning base. This re-
quires, of course, different approaches and adjustments 
in the application of these methods. The simpler 
exercises which provoke mild feelings and responses are 
often quite sufficient as stimuli to learnings in a 
multicultural classroom (p. 107). 
Gay (1977) suggests that teachers should have {among others) 
the following competencies: knowledge of classroom dynamics: 
attitudes (toward diversity, self awareness, and confidence); and 
skills (cross-cultural interaction, multicultural curriculum 
develonment. and multi-ethnic instructional strategies. 
James (1980) advocates four cultural areas of teacher 
preparation: language, family. structural and social roles, 
values and beliefs, and time and space. 
Naranq (1984) lists eighteen competencies that she feels are 
important for teachers of multicultural classrooms. Some of 
these competencies are specific either to Canada or to objectives 
which are primarily relevant to children in schools. Those that 
are relevant to most facilitators of intercultural training 
groups include: 
1. understanding of the similarities and differences among 
ethno-cultural groups, 
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2. knowledge of curriculum evaluation, skills in curriculum 
development, 
3. developing cultural sensitivity, 
4. skills in dealing with racial conflict, 
5. skills in intercultural communication, 
6. ability to use teaching strategies suitable for a plural 
istic environment, 
7. knowledge of teaching and learning practices in various 
cultures, 
8. knowledge of the learning styles and ethnic differences, 
and 
9 skills in values clarification. 
Training, says Narang. should equip teachers with ''the necessary 
attitudes, skills and knowledge to consciously manage the ter-
action among culturally different individuals." She recommends 
five topics: minority groups, racism, prejudice and discrimina-
on; study of cultures; language and cultures; cross-cultural 
communication~ and curriculum development. 
Gollnick (1977) recommends the following experiences for 
teachers: 
study of the concept and philosophies of ethnic diversity 
and cultural pluralism; 
examination of own attitudes and feelings toward ethnic, 
racial, and cultural differences; 
designing and experimenting with nontraditional teaching 
techniques during the training program; 
living for one year in a cultural set different from 
one's own background; 
increasing skills in creating, selecting, evaluating, and 
revising instructional materials with a multicultural 
perspective: 
training experiences and interactions with people of 
diverse cultures; and 
techniques for handling problems of rsonal rela-
tions that arise from cultural conflicts between groups 
(pp. 13-14). 
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Ruben 11976 from Pusch, p. 92) lists a number of very 
specific behaviors that are important for educators who work with 
culturally diverse groups. Many of these skills could well be 
practiced in a workshop for trainers. They are: 
1. expression of respect and positive regard for others through 
eye contact. body posture, voice tone and tch, and general 
display of interest; 
2. responding to others in a descriptive, nonevaluat , and 
nonjudgmental way; 
3. recognizing the personal nature of knowledge; 
4. putting oneself in another's place; 
5. functioning in a variety of roles within group settings; 
6. governing one's own contributions to interactive situations 
with the needs and desires of others in mind; and 
7. reacting to new and ambiguous situations th little visible 
discomfort 
These skills. knowl , and attitudes scussed the 
multicultural education literature are as important to trainers 
as are for teachers. Trainers interviewed added the follow-
inq attributes and abilities as most necessary in their work with 
verse qroups: 
Sensitivity to cultural differences in perc ion, 
communication, relationships, etc. 
Knowl about (or ability to learn about) the culture 
of the training group 
Abili to manage differences 
Openness to other ways 
Ability to ask questions, acknowledge mistakes, and 
f ve self 
Recognition of limitations 
Knowledge of self and values 
Trust in self 
Judgment, intuition, self-confidence 
Makinq space for fferent voices 
Active list 
Giving good directions 
Time management 
Using the experiential learning cycle 
Getting groups past dominant interpretations of "lear-
nina" 
A great number of these points, of course, are necessary for 
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any training group, regardless of its diversity. Training of 
trainers can incorporate many of these competencies. 
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STRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPING A TRAINING OF TRAINERS PROGRAM 
General Considerations 
... . . . . . .. . 
Training with multicultural groups needs, in terms of its 
process. to be flexible, responsive and respectful of individual 
differences. In terms of group dynamics, it should reduce 
negative intercultural effects and allow equal participation by 
all tra s. No training of trainers program, of course, can 
impart all of the skills, knowledge, and attitudes that are 
necessary for such a task. Most of the cross-cultural competen-
cies, for example, are best learned by living in a foreign 
country. I have. for the purpose of this project, surveyed 
members of the Center for International Education to assess which 
aspects of train with diverse groups are of greatest interest 
to them as workshop topics. I then went back to the literature 
for recommendations on content and methodology. The most 
commonly prescribed knowl , attitudes, and skills from the 
studies and ews above are charted inf e 5, below: 
(Training) 
~Cross-Cultural) 
(Intercultura1 
Communication) 
(Other) 
Knowledge 
1Familiarity with wide variety of 
training methodologies 
-Knowledge of group dynamics 
-Knowledge of learning theory 
-Knowledge about own and others' 
cul tu res 
4Uhderstanding of self from an 
intercultural perspective 
-Knowledge about ICC pitfalls, 
intergroup posturing, attribution 
errors, stereotypes, prejudice, 
ethnocentrism, and power relations 
_Strategies to minimize ICC effects 
4Uhderstanding of learning and 
perception from an intercultural 
perspective 
Attitudes 
~Respect for others 
-Sensitivity to 
differences 
-Openmindedness 
-Empathy 
-Tolerance for Ambiguity 
~Readiness to reveal 
and challenge ICC 
effects 
~Confidence in own 
judgment 
Skills/Behaviors 
-Acquire, adapt, & develop materials 
and methods 
-Create positive conditions for 
group interaction (e.g. norm-setting) 
-Group management 
-Needs assessment 
-Use experiential learning cycle 
-Balance trainer, trainee, and funder 
goals 
4Atiaptability 
-G~neral communication skills 
-(Active) listening and observation 
-Conflict management 
-Equal treatment of learners 
-Ability to equalize participation 
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Gudykunst, et al. (1991) offer guidance in teaching inter-
cultural communication. They write that the instructor's style 
of teaching and the balance among cognitive, affective, and 
behavior learning are the most important pedagogical issues. 
They suggest the following objectives for a course in ICC: 
Increas participants' 
understanding of how culture, in and of itself, influen-
ces communication, and how it interacts with social, 
psychological, and environmental factors to influence 
communication 
ability to explain cultural similarities and differences 
in communication 
understanding of cultural issues that affect communica-
tion effectiveness 
ability to determine when cultural issues are influenc-
ino communication in general and the development of 
interpersonal relationships in particular 
knowledge of ethical issues in communicating with someone 
from a different culture or ethnic group 
understanding of the role of communication in intercul 
tural adaptation 
cultural awareness 
intercultural communica on skills 
knowledge of how to transcend cultural and ethnic dif 
ferences to build 'communi 
One content area they suggest that might be particularly useful 
for trainers of intercultural groups is cultural variations and 
universals in perception, verbal and nonverbal communication. 
Among the culture-general activities are: simulation games, role 
ays, self-assessment questionnaires, and outside assignments. 
They also recommend Copeland and Griggs' 
(1983) and Valuing (1987) video series, to illustrate 
intercultural communication processes. 
Landis and Brislin (1983) also offer suggestions for ICC training 
techniques: 
1. Discussion of cultural differences between the cultures of 
the members of the group. 
2. Discussion of the intercultural communication going on in 
the workshop group. 
3. Role plays (or simulations) to examine how such issues as 
conflict or decision making take place in the respective 
cultures 
4. Exercises designed to contrast the expression of emotions 
and feelings in the represented cultures. 
5. Examination of critical incidents. 
6. Creative group projects such as drawings, paintings, or 
written pieces. 
7. Value clarification exercises. 
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8. Having participants engage in some field experience and then 
discuss their differ al responses to the experience. 
9. Psychodramas. 
-Landis and Brislin also point out that training activities 
should be selected with the following variables in mind: 
cognit affect , and behavioral objectives; 
variety of training activities; 
background, diversity, and familiarity of trainees; 
the trainer's skill level and relationship with trainees; 
risk elements; 
behavioral requirements: and 
learning environment. 
Trainers should be aware of each of these variables in order to 
gauge the appropriateness of training activities. While process 
considerations depend largely on what works best for learners as 
assessed by the trainer, content considerations are driven both 
by the learners and the training objectives. 
There are a number of other valuable resources for trainers 
who want to incorporate experiences with cultural differences 
into training. Among them are Casse (1979); Hoopes and Ventura 
(1979): Batchelder and Warner (1977); Weeks, Pedersen, and 
Brislin (1975); Brislin, Cushner, Cherrie, and Young (1986); and 
Pusch (1979). Also valuable are Values Clarif 
.. - - . --·-· .. , ···--·· 
on by Simon, 
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et al. {1972i, Whi . Awar~1112ss {Katz, 197 8) , and T.E?achipg Cu], 
{Seelye. 1988). 
Workshops, of course, have their limitations. Much of the 
knowledge identified as important for trainers could be learned 
more thoroughly through a long-term course than a short-term 
training. Many of the skills and attitudes, furthermore, require 
years of cross-cultural experience. and perhaps even a certain 
type of personality, to develop. 
TrainingOpjectives 
I have designed a workshop for trainers to begin developing 
some of the knowledge, attitudes, and skills described above. 
The workshop is designed for a group, drawn primarily from the 
Center for International Education, that has considerable train-
ing experience in intercultural settings, and that has a theoret-
ical foundation in nonformal education. Most. if not all, 
partici will have lived in a country foreign to their own. 
It is hoped that the training group would be culturally diverse. 
Based on a survey of CIE (noted above}, the followinq content 
areas were found to be of greatest interest (in order): ideology 
and cultural appropriateness of educational approaches, intercul-
tural communication, learning/cognitive styles issues of oppres-
sion/politics of location, and specific cross-cultural skills. 
I have selected. therefore, five training objectives and 
some appropriate methods for each: 
1. Participants will develop self-insight and awareness of 
cultural differences in value orientations, cognitive 
styles. and problem-solving strategies 
Possible Methods: 
Self-assessment tools, other (values clarification) 
exercises 
Simulation, game. case study, or video that reveals 
differences and/or reverses participants' positions of 
culture or power 
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2. Participants will learn to be responsive to the needs of the 
+- . • Graining group 
a. Will know how to assess the needs of the group 
b. Will know how to assess the appropriateness of training 
activities 
c. Will know how to adapt training activities to be ap-
pr ate 
Possible Methods: 
Discuss pre-assessment, practice assessment design & 
methods 
Present matrix of variables, practice assessing methods 
along each one (Participants can also discuss which ones 
they like/ don't like, why, and how to change them) 
Discuss importance of objectives, try mixing, matching, 
and adapting activities to change their functions 
3. Participants will become aware of the sources and dynamics 
of intercultural communication: uncertainty, anxiety, 
prejudice, stereotypes, ethnocentrism, and power differen-
ces. 
Methods: 
Simulations. role plays, fishbowls. videos 
4. Participants will explore ways to reduce negative ICC 
effects and to ase participation) 
Methods: 
checklists 
practice (role plays, active listening, describing 
without evaluating) 
5. Participants will reflect on cultural (and ideological, 
political, financial, etc.) implications for such concepts 
as participation, empowerment, and even training itself 
Methods: 
independent reflection 
small and large group discussion 
case studies 
In order to limit the workshop to two days, I eliminated the 
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second training objective. The objectives for the first day, 
then, are for participants to develop self-insight and awareness 
of cultural differences in value orientations, cognitive styles, 
and 9roblem-solving strategies; and to reflect on the cultural 
nature of training. On the second day, participants will become 
aware of the sources and dynamics of intercultural communication 
and explore ways to reduce negative ICC effects. 
I have attempted to vary the types of learning activities as 
much as possible, to include discussion, brainstorming, problem-
solving, analysis, observation, reflection, creativity, and 
action. It is hoped that the wide variety of activities will 
assure that each participant's dominant learning styles will be 
accommodated. I have also intermingled large-group work with 
small-qroup and individual activities in order to equalize 
participation. I have attempted to maintain a stimulating but 
not too threatening atmosphere, by addressing high-risk topics 
through observation and other less confrontational means. The 
content includes practical skillbuilding as well as theoretical 
knowledge, and it addresses both individual differences and group 
dynamics. Finally, I have sought to focus the content toward 
societal as well as individual levels. 
Day 1 
9:00 
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WORKSHOI?. Pl?9:l:G.l'f 
Trainer and partic 
why they are there 
introduce themselves and explain 
- Trainer summarizes results of pre-assessment and presents 
agenda 
- Norm Setting 
- Icebreaker/Opener: Common Ground 
Particinants stand in a circle, and the trainer asks all 
those who share a certain characteristic to go into the 
center and greet each other. Begin with something 
matter-of-fact (Who had breakfast this morning?). then 
something superficial, but related to culture, and end 
with a question related to cultural values. 
Index Cards 
Each participant thinks of a time when they made a 
cultural blunder in a training or educational setting (or 
in any situation, if they have trouble thinking of 
something). They describe it on the index card, and turn 
it in to the trainer. It is explained that the cards 
will be read aloud later, anonymously. If there has been 
no pre-assessment for the workshop, the other side of the 
card can be used for participants to describe something 
they hope to learn in the workshop. 
(Rationale: Easing into material, getting people to gegin 
thinking about differences and commonalities and the significance 
of culture on training.) 
10:00 - Pl Training Activities 
Divide participants (randomly) into three small groups. 
Ask each group to plan a 45 minute training activi to 
conduct with the larger group. Suggest that they choose 
activities to develop cross-cultural skills or general 
awareness of cultural differences. Monitor to assure 
that each group does something different. Have resources 
available. Give each group 45 minutes to plan. 
(Rationale Cover some elements of cultural awareness, provide 
ence upon which to base workshop topics.) 
10:45 - Break 
11:00 - The first group runs their ac /activities. Then 
process briefly, asking the group why they chose the 
activities they did and how they think it went or what 
miaht change. Ask for feedback from the larger 
group. 
12: 00 ·- Lunch 
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1:00 - Second and third group run their activities, process. 
3:00 - Break 
3:15 - Small Group Discussions 
Divide the group into different small groups, so that no 
two people in the same planning group are in the same 
discussion group. Ask them to analyze their small-group 
decision-making process: 
- What worked? What would you change, and why? 
- How were decisions made? By consensus? Negotiation? 
Other? 
- Who had influence? What kind? Why? 
- How would this be different (if at all} in your culture 
of origin? 
!Rationale: Allow individuals to examine the intercultural 
dynamics of training in a relatively non-threatening environ-
ment. l 
4:00 - Large Group Discussion 
Share "blunders" from index cards, relate to cultural 
differences, discuss other ways to handle situations 
- Free association with "Training" (as a Freirian code) 
What values does it reflect? 
What are its rules? 
What are other ways of learning valued in dif-
ferent cultures? 
What is the culture of training? 
grBipsussing what is great about culturally diverse 
(Rationale: Share experiences and perceptions, examine the 
cultural nature of training.) 
4:50 - Wrap-up: Journals, brief evaluation (participants graph 
their energy level over the day} 
(Rationale: Time for et reflection. those who talk less can 
solidify their thoughts in writing. Participants have an outlet 
for feedback: tra can qet a sense of which activities genera-
ted energy. ) 
5:00 - End of Day 
Day 2 
9:00 - Check-in, Introduction to day 
- Opener: Tel (Trainer whispers message into some-
one's ear. and the message goes around the circle. The 
lost person says it out loud.) 
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9:20 - Video: ''Chan is Missing" (Film about a Chinese-American 
man who is missing from an accident scene, and a policem-
an who wants to talk with him. Radically different 
paradigms about the situation, total lack of communica-
tion, even with a bicultural interpreter.) 
Process video, while reflecting back on previous day's 
activity. 
- What happened? Don't interpret, just describe. 
- Interpretation: What were the sources of misunderstan-
dinq? 
- Evaluation: Who, if anyone, was right 
- Who held power? Who was listened to? 
seriously? Who did yoy take seriously? 
Any common threads from yesterday? 
or wrong? 
Who was taken 
<Rationale: See intercultural communication tfalls in low-
risk, manageable context. Learn to separate description, inter-
pretation, and evaluation. Examine influence of power on com-
munication.) 
10:00 - Lecturette on Intercultural Communication Dynamics 
Definitions: ethnocentrism, stereotypes, prejudice, 
oppression, dominant and subordinate 
(Rationale: Understand principles of ICC.) 
10:30 - Break 
10:45 - Power Flower Handout: Participants fill in each petal on 
the flower with their own identity (on the inner petal) 
and the dominant identity (on the outer petal). Include 
petals for gender, race, ethnicity, class, rel on, 
sexual orientation, age, ability, geographic region of 
origin, and family type. Add others. 
(Rationale: Reflect on own identity and social power.I 
11·00 Social Issues Critical Events Inventory 
Participants each draw a time line of their life up to 
the present. They then select one dominant and one 
subordinate identity. and answer the questions on the 
handout for each identity. Chart them on the timeline. 
Share and discuss in small groups of 2-3, then in large 
qroup: What surprises were there? 
(Rationale: Think about oppression and bring it home.) 
12:30 - Journals 
12:40 - Lunch 
1:40 zer 
1:45 - Self-Assessment Instrument: Participation and Interac-
tion in Intercultural Groups 
(Rationale: 
occurred to 
and where 
Raise elements of effectiveness that might not hav, 
narticioants. allow them to examine their strengths 
- mighi need work.) 
2:15 - Small Group Skill-Building: Active Listening (Groups o 
three, trading off roles) 
- 1st oerson: tells about something that they've been 
thin~ing a lot about late Talks for 3-4 minutes. 
- 2nd person: listens to 1st person without interject-
ing, then paraphrases. 1st person then gives feedbac· 
- 3rd person: observes and takes notes. 
{Rationale: Practice be better listeners.) 
3:00 - Large Group Processing: How did it feel to be in each 
role? What was difficult about it? What felt good abo· 
it? 
3:20 - Break 
3:30 - Strategizing to be more effective and empowering with 
diverse groups 
- Divide to 3 or 4 small groups, have each group 
aenerate a list of recommendations for trainers. 
- Have each group present their recommendations to the 
larger group. 
- Develop a product: Tell participants that the recom-
mendations will be compiled for wider distribution. 
(Rationale: Br in "Action" dimension: 
group collaboration on a useful product.) 
4:30 - Personal Action Planning 
Positive focus, larg1 
Have each individual identify (at least) one element of 
their personal work (related to intercultural communica 
tion and training with diverse qroupsl that they want t 
improve. Have them write these on index cards, with 
implement objectives and timelines. Write names and 
addresses on the back. Hand in to trainer, to be sent 
back to participants at a later date. 
(Rationale: Commitment to self-improvement, continuing learnin 
beyond workshop.) 
4:45 - Fill out workshop evaluation questionnaires. 
5:00 - End of Workshop 
CONCLUSION 
It is my hope that this project can offer some awareness, 
information, guidance, and tools to help people like me become 
more sensitive. more empowering, and more effective as trainers. 
I believe that, in order to do so, we must be keenly aware of the 
implications of culture and cultural difference on training. 
Perhaps the most significant implications are in the differences 
between trainers and trainees. Trainers, particularly as a 
result of their highly visible and influential position in the 
training environment, need to carefully monitor their expecta-
tions of and interaction with trainees. This is especially 
important when the trainer comes from a different culture than 
the nees. Ideally, trainers in this situation should have 
strong cross-cultural skills, should learn as much as possible 
about the training group through cultural informants, and should 
adapt educational approaches accordingly. Most critical is the 
ability to adapt one's expectations and behaviors. 
Cultural differences among learners have significant ef-
fects, as well. Wide variations in values, norms, and cognitive 
styles. though they would not indicate particular approaches or 
adaptations, do challenge the more general skills of trainers to 
the utmost. Intercultural communication effects, furthermore, 
can create barriers to equal participation and productive inter-
action. The important skills for trainers here, then, are 
diversification of methods and activi es and management of 
intercultural communication. 
Culture, certainly. is not the only important source of 
difference among learners. nor is it the only contributor to 
group dynamics. "Intracultural and intercultural communica 
tion ... are not different in kind, only in (Gudykunst et 
al .. 1991). This degree, of course, is what makes training with 
intercultural groups particularly challenging. 
More attention needs to be paid to the relationship between 
culture and 1 ng. We can sometimes predict the ways in which 
various cultural groups, with their norms and values, are likely 
to respond to modes of learning and characteristics of trai 
Many elements of training, certainly, are reflective of cer 
cultural values. Learner-centered, participatory approaches 
that stress the fundamental equality of all people reflect 
notions that status is unimportant or undesirable, all people are 
equally knowledgeable, and learning is the responsibility of the 
learner (not the teacher). Feedback, predetermined learning 
objectives, and "learning by doing'', furthermore, all hold risks 
of failure, confrontation, and losing face. The desirability of 
these phenomena are often a function of culture. 
Often, however. individuals' responsiveness to training has 
more to do with their previous exposure to training than their 
culture of origin. This suggests that training itself is a 
culture, one to which we must all acculturate ourselves to if we 
are to be comfortable or successful with it. Most trainers have 
probably experienced the difficulty of "selling" learner-
centered, ential learning to training partici s, regard--
less of their cultures. Before settling on training as the 
solution to an educational need, we might first consider whether 
there are equivalent tools from other cultures that would be more 
appropriate. 
Intercultural groups, despite their inherent challenges, can 
be extremely rewarding to work with. If two minds (or twenty) 
are better than one at coming to new knowledge, how much better 
two cultures would be! Working and learning with people of 
djfference not only helps us to understand and appreciate each 
other better~ it also gives us an opportunity to share our 
knowledae, perspectives, and dreams with one another. Learning, 
then, becomes richer. more creative, and more rewarding. 
APPENDIX A: Interview Questions 
1. What experience do you have training with groups that are 
either culturally diverse or culturally different from you? 
2~ In your experience: what do you find to be the greatest 
rewards of training with diverse groups? 
3. What do you find to be the greatest challenges of intercul-
tural groups? 
4. How d0 you address these challenges? 
5. Can you think of a time that you have adapted a training 
design for a diverse group? 
6. Can you think of a time that you've adapted a design for a 
group of a particular culture? If so, how and why? 
7. Can you think of a situation (either in a training situation 
or otherwise) that has been problematic or uncomfortable for 
you because of your culture or social group? Tell me about 
it. 
8. What do you feel are the most important attributes or 
abilities for trainers who work with cultural diverse 
groups? 
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APPENDIX B: Hofstede's Indexes of Masculinity, 
Uncertainty Avoidance, Power Distance, and Individualism 
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APPENDIX C: Hofstede's Differences in Teacher/Student 
and Student/Student Interaction 
' Differencu In Teacher/Student and Student/Student Interaction ',, Differences In Teacher/Student and Slud!'nt!Sludent Interaction 
Related to the lndlvlduallam veraua Colli,cllvlsm Dimension Related to the Masculinity versus Femininity Dimension '~ 
COLLECTIVIST SOCIETIES 
;itive association In society with 
atever Is rooted In tradition• 
young !lhould learn: adults cennot 
:ept student rol&t 
dents expect to learn how lo do 
lvldual studenls will only speek up 
:laH when called upon parsonally 
the teacher 
ivlduals will only spaak up In small 
ups' 
1e clasHa spilt soclafly Into smaller. 
,n11lve auboroupa b98Ad on perllcu· 
it criteria (e.g, ethnic 1111111,111011) 
net harmony In !earning sltuallons 
·uld be m11lntalnltd at all llmH 
1roupa are taboo)• 
:her the teacher nor any student 
•uld ever be made lo lose face 
,cation is a way of gaining prestige 
1ne'!l social environment and of 
ing a higher status group ("a ticket 
I ride") 
oma certlncates are Important and 
,1ayed on wans 
uirlng certtncales, even through 
Jal means (cheating, corruption) is 
·e Important than acquiring 
,petence 
:hers are expected to give prefer. 
al treatment lo some students (e.g. 
ad on ethnic afflllatlon or on rec-
Tiendatlon by an influential person) 
,. Trevi 
INDIVIDUALIST SOCIETIES 
•positive association in society with 
wh1tlr>vf"r i!! "now" 
•ono I~ 111wor loo old lo lonrn; "pnrmn· 
nenl education" 
FEMININE SOCIETIES 
• teachers avoid orenly praising students 
• teachers use average student as the 
norm 
• system rewArds students' llOClal 
•studonl'l oxpoct lo lenrn how lo learn adaptation 
•lndlvit111nl studnnls will sp1mk up in t d ,· 1 'I · h 1 · cln~~ 111 rn,iponse lo a gonornl lnvltnllon • a s, u en s a, ure ,n sc 00 is 8 
by tho tnncher re alively minor accident 
•individ11:1!s will speak up in large 
group" 
•suby111npi11gs In clflSS vmy Imm ono 
slt11ntlm1 In lht! nt1xt bnsod on unlvnr· 
tUtlht t nlHlht Co fl thn lnt1k "nl fuuuf• 
•conho11tation in learning situations can 
hn 11nl11tn1y; eonlllr.t11 cnn hn hrnur,hl 
Into 1111• opnn 
•face-consciousness ls weak 
• sludenfs admire friendliness in teachers 
• students practice mutual solidarity 
• students try to behave modestly 
• corpor:'11 punishment sev11rely rejected 
• students choose academic subjects in 
view of intrinsic interest 
• male students may choose traditionally 
•educa!ion is a way of improving one's '-Jeminine academic sub·ects 
economic worth and sell-respect based __ ""'-. ---·---' ------
on ability and competence 
•diploma certificates have little symbolic 
value 
MASCULINE SOCIETIES \ 
•leachers openly praise good studPnls 
•teachers use best students ns Uw 
norm 
•system rawards !ltudeots' acad!lmir. 
performance 
•a student's failure in school is a S<?vere 
blow lo his/her self-image and may in 
extreme cases lead lo suicide 
•s!udenls admire brilliance in leachPrs 
•students compete with each other in 
class I 
•students !ry lo make lhemselves visib'7· 
•corporal punishment occasinn;illy rPn-
sidered salulary / 
•students choose academic s11tw·•.I'.' /1 
view of career opportunities / 
•male students avoid tradition;illy / 
leminint! acadt!mic suhjects _ /. 
/ 
•acquiring competence is more lmpor· 
tant than acquiring certificates Differences In Teacher/Student and Sludent/Stud~nt Interaction 
Related lo the Power ot,tance Dimension 
•teachers are expected to be strictly 
impartial 
_____________________ .. .... --
MALL POWER DISTANCE SOCIETIES 
stress on impersonal "trurh" which 
cm1 in ptim:ipln hn nt,t:,inf"fi lrnm nny 
cnmpnlenl pnr ~on 
LARGE POWER DISTANCE SOCIEilES 
•strf!ss on pmson;il "wisdom .. which i,; 
h:1t1~ff!'trr•d in th('! rf"'l:-ttinn~hip w1fh ;1 
pmtir:ular tr,:,d1N (911rn) 
h-Mak el at., flD'2---------
ddlng, 1980: 211 
a reacher r,hould respl'cl lhe inrf!'prm-
dance or his/her students 
student-centered education (premium 
011 initlntivn) 
•a !l'!;ichcr rnl'rils the rl'SJ-mr:I nf 1,i-,/hn, 
sludcnts' 
•teacher-centered education (premium 
on mrfM) 1. Cox and Cooper. 1977 
htiu:hnr PXpPcl•; nlltdnnt'l to htitlntn 
communic;1tion 
••:hulr•nl-: 111,11rn.t lPtWh,•1 tn i11th,1t1• 
communir:alion 
~
• lrmr:hnr e~pm:l!l sturfl'nls to finrf lhnir 
erencn In Teacher/Student and Student/Student Interaction · 11 nwn r1n ·~ 
Related to the Uncertainty Avoidance Dimension • r.trnlt•nt-i 111ny .,11,..nk up ~"'"''""""""''Y 
•slttrfnnls nxpnr.t 11'!:ichr,r lo 011tlinf" p:ith· 
t,, follow 
EAK UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE 
SOCIETIES 
1den1s feel comfortebla In unstruc· 
ad learning situations: vague objec· 
99, broad assignments. no tlmelablee 
1chars are allowed to say "I don't 
,w" 
rood teacher uses plain language 
dents are rewarded for Innovative 
,roaches to problem solving 
chers are expected to suppress 
otlons (and !IO are students) 
chers Interpret Intellectual disagree-
nt as a stimulating exercise 
chera Mek parents' Ideas 
'Q!!!_be, 1976 
R~198L______ 
in d:iss 
STRONG UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE • studnnts nllnwl"ri In r:onlrlldict or 
SOCIETIES r:dtldrn tn:u:lm1 
• ollrn:llvnnnt.'l ol tnnming u1t:1trnl lo 
•sturlnnls feel comfortable in structured n 11,,,, 11,1 nl twn wnv rn111m11nlr:r1llnn In 
learning situations: precise objectives, ,:1;,.,., • 
•
1 :tutlnnf•; ·:1;0:1k up i11 ,~ln .... •i nnly wh"fl 
invile<I by tho ln:-u:hor 
•tcncher is nevf?r contrnrfictr,d 1101 
fUth1it·fy r.ritir:i1,vP 
oofh~JIVf!fU'"l"l of lttttrflifltf rnlatt•d In 
P.,Cr,,UrtH'f' nl fft('t lf'lfV·hf'r 
detailed assignments, strict limetebles • oulslrfo cl:,<;<;, tonchors :tre tmntod :,s •r,,spnct for lc:ichnr'l is nlso c.ltow11 
•teachers are expected to have all !he '"t'"''"' rn,1,,i,t" <:lfl'l'l 
answers • ht 1tuu:hnt/~;.tudn11f t:onlllt;l~. ptUfHt1•i •tu lt111Lhfl1/·1hulotd un;Uh f•t, p1Ut•ut·. 
•a good teacher uses academic language1 are expected to side with the student expected to side with tho tm1d1<i1 
•students are rewarded for accuracy in • younger teachers are more liked than •older teachers are more respected th::11 
problem solving! older teachers younger teachers 
•teachers are allowed lo behave - .. -.--.. ···--·--------------
emotionally (and so are students) ~rding to Confucius. "teacher" is the most respected profession in socir,ty 
•teachers interpret intellectual disagree· 2. E.g. Fa~ux el al, 1982 
menl as personal disloyalty 3. Revans. 19~n and Thomas. 1974; Stubbs :md Df?lamont. 197fi 
•teachers consider themselves experts 
who cannot learn anything from lay 
parents-and parents agree 
()"' 'I"' I" T"', ,,.. 
: '.:.'.J ti~ : l Vt: 
Ir1 the iast fe1·1 years it has become increasing1y c1ear that there are differences betvieen peop1e that account for their behavior and thought 
processes. M:r contention is that these differences are phi1osophicaliy based. Therefore, the objective of this iecture is to introduce a new 
set of philosophical constructs for your perusal. Cross-cuHural efforts in programne development for educationl managementi comnerce, health 
care delivery systems and even political considerations have a greater clarityl when viewed from the perspective of these philosophical 
constructs. 
An outgrowth of the scheme for Organizational Development: Managing a Multi-ethnic and Pluralistic \.lorkforce. 
TIIE PHILOSOPIHCAL ASPECTS or CULTURAL DIFFERENCE . 
ETH!J IC GROUPS 
European 
Euro-American 
African 
Afro-American 
Hispanic 
Native ftmerican 
AXIOLOGY 
Man - Object 
The highest value lies in the Object 
or in the acquisition of the Object. 
Han - Man 
The highest value lies in the inter-
personal relationship between men. 
Asian Han - Grouo 
Asian-American The highest value lies in the 
llative American cohesiveness of the group. 
H.B. (opyngl1l C l'!li'.. 1,y ld,·,111 J. Ui,.llul:, 
All ri9l1Ls I r.::...:1 v1.:d! 
OJOOe 
EPISTEMOLOGY· 
Cognit Ivie 
One knows through counting 
and measuring. 
Affective 
One kno1·1s through symbo 1 ic 
imagery and rythym. 
Conative 
One knows through striving 
tol'lard the transcendence. 
LOGIC 
Dichotomous 
Either/or 
Oiunital 
The union of 
opposites 
Nt'aya 
The objective 
world is conceived 
independent of 
thought and mind. 
PROCESS 
Technology 
All sets are repeatable 
and reproducible. 
Ntuoloqy 
All sets are inter-related 
through uman and spiritual 
networks. 
Cosmolo~1 
All sets are independently 
interre1ated in the 
harmony of the universe 
[ dw i II J . tJ \ c llo ls . Ph . 0 . 
C1 ii11cal/111duslrial Psyclloloy1$l 
l•i1Sl11119ton, D.C. 
<::,,. 
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Ja1lte.:1i.-!�. The Search for Predictors of Overseas Success (A Resume of Research Findings). 
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PEACE CORPS 
Hams (1973) 
perseverance, patience, 
tolerance, courtesy, interest in 
nationals, technical knowledge, 
reliability. 
Thomson & English (1964) 
passivity. rigidity. inflexibility, 
associated with overseas 
failure. 
Guthrie & Zektick (1967) 
sensitivity, patience, service 
oriented, intelligence initiative, 
flexibility, extroversion. 
Maretzki (1965) 
knowledge. positive 
self-concept, personal warmth, 
openness. 
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
OVERSEAS BUSINESSMEN PERSONNEL 
Cleveland, Mangone, & 
Adams (1960) 
technical skill, high motivation, 
cultural empathy, political 
sensitivity, organizational ability. 
Miller (1972) 
concluded that managers 
overemphasize job knowledge 
and skill and underemphasize 
ability to adjust and relate to 
people to other cultures. 
Business International 
Corporation (1979) 
experience, adaptability, 
flexibility, technical knowledge, 
past performance, managerial 
talent. 
Russell (1978) 
technical skill, 
adaptability /flexibility, desire to 
serve overseas, previous 
overseas experience, 
diplomacy/tact, empathy. 
Ivancevich (1969) 
independence, sincerity, and 
integrity, technical knowledge, 
attitude to non-Americans, 
wife's opinion, desire to go 
abroad, ability to train, interest 
in foreign culture. 
Arensberg & Niehoff (1971) 
honesty, respect, sensitivity, 
interest in nationals, 
nonjudgmentalness. 
Schwarz (1973) 
empathy, courtesy, motivation 
and drive, initiative, diplomacy, 
development, commitment, 
open-mindedness, personal 
integrity. 
Ruben & Kealey (1979) 
display of respect, 
nonjudgmentalness, 
orientation to knowledge, 
empathy, role behavior, 
interaction management, 
tolerance for ambiguity. 
Hawes & Kealey (1980) 
flexibility, respect, listening, 
sensitivity, confidence, 
frankness, outgoing, 
self-control, relationship 
building. 
MILITARY PERSONNEL 
Yellen & Hoover (1973) 
sociability, adaptability, 
empathy, acceptance, 
patience, intellectual curiosity, 
morality. 
Mezingo (1974) 
respect, friendliness, interest in 
local cuhure, kindness, 
expertise, sobriety, patience. 
Gudykunst, Wiseman, & 
Hammer (1977) 
open-mindedness, empathy, 
nonjudgmentalness, 
intercuhural sensitivity, 
relationship building, 
nonethnocentrism. 
VARIOUS FORMS OF 
CROSS-CULTIJRAL CONTACT 
Brislin (1981) 
tolerance, relationship building, 
intelligence, task orientation, 
open-mindedness, knowledge, 
language skill, communication 
skills, intercultural sensitivity. 
Hammer, Gudykunst, &
Wiseman (1978) 
ability to deal with psy chological 
stress, ability to communicate 
effectively, abihty to establish 
interpersonal relationships. 
Detweiler (1980) 
people who "categorize" (i.e., 
give meaning to) behavior 
narrowly using their own 
cultural values as the norm are 
less successful overseas than 
"broad categorizers." 
\rv lf\rvi rY iJi 1 :5l1�, 
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(B) ./. 
(B) / y. 
(B) L.3. 
(D) 1,,,A. 
(S) vfi. 
(D) ~. 
(S) v/ 
(D) 8. 
(S) 9. 
(B) 10. 
(B) 11. 
(B) Jl': 
SOCIAL ISSUES CRITICAL EVENTS INVENTORY 
First time you became aware of your social group membership 
The first time you became aware that your social group membership 
Affected the way you are and would be treated in this society. 
A time when you didn't want to be a member of your social group. 
The first time that you became aware that your social group membership 
gave you privilege not enjoyed by others. 
The first time you can remember that your social group membership 
meant that you were denied rights enjoyed by others. 
A time you can recall feeling guilt or shame related to your social group 
membership. 
A time that you can recall feeling anger or rage related to your social 
group membership. 
A time you can recall going along with the oppression of a member of 
another social group. 
A time you can recall supporting or going along with an oppressive 
behavior of others that offended you in some way. 
A time you recall taking direct action against the specific form of 
oppression. 
A time you can remember feeling proud and nurtured because of your 
social group membership. 
An event, not mentioned in the other items, that has had a significant 
impact on the way that you think about your social identities. 
(vi iru. 
SELF-A,,SSESSMENT INS RUMENT: 
and Interaction. in Intercultura.l Gr()ups 
Rate on the folJ.owina the folJowinq scale: 
5 very true; I can do this better than most people I know 
4 ·- somewhat tr11.e, I am able to do this 
2 -
1 
som,3 cases but not others 
not true: something I have difficulty with 
ntwer thoucrht about it 
Rate -vu1 .. 1r tirst with of your own culture, thrm with people of other cultures. 
1 I rnr crenerally aware of the impact that my culture and social group membership have on my interactions with 
mm culture: 
other cultures: 
1 2 a 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
l"' I am ab1<:: to understand situations from the viei;\mints of others .. 
4 
5. 
7, 
I am able to 
I am resnectful of 
T am able to avoid 
My own culture: 1 2 3 4 
Other cultures: l 2 3 4 5 
to 1·1hat other JX.."'Ople say without evaluating them. 
own culture: l 2 3 4 5 
Other cultures: 1 2 3 4 5 
others. 
Mv own culture: 1 ') 3 4 5 .!. .:) 
Other cultures: 1 2 3 4 5 
My own culture: 1 2 3 4 
Other cultures: 1 2 3 4 5 
T arn a.bk to 1.mderstand what others are saying. 
I am able to make 
My own culture: 1 2 3 4 5 
Other cultures: 2 3 4 5 
understood clearly to others. 
own culture: 1 2 3 4 5 
Other cultures: 1 2 3 4 5 
I .?.\11 abJ,, to listen and observe accurately, 
own ettltnn':!: 1 2 3 4 5 
Other cultures: 1 2 3 4 5 
I am sensitive to the of others, and able to respond to th(-JJT\ in a 
My own culture: 1 2 3 4 5 
Oth,~r cultures: 1 2 3 4 5 
10. I am able to contribute productivelv to group discussions. 
own cultun,: 1 2 3 4 5 
Other cultures: 1 2 3 4 5 
I am abl0 to limit my verba1 to allow room for others. 
My own ci.1lture: 1 2 3 4 5 
Other cultures: 1 2 3 4 5 
way. 
CROSS-CULTt.:RAL WORKSHOP 
Em/11ation 
I. Overall Evaluation 
1. Taken a• a complete unit, I rate this workshop BR: 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
(weak) (average I 
2. The subject matter was: 
1 2 3 4 5 
(ill treated) (well treatecll 
6 
:l. How clo you n•AeAA the u•efulneas of this cour.ie? 
(excellent) 
7 8 
(very well treated) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
(not useful at all) 
II. Speciflcw 
Leaming ProceM: 
(useful) 
4. Training Objf'ctive• were:
1 2 3 4 
(not clarlf\ecll (clarif\ecll 
G. Training nbjectlveR were achieved: 
5 
1 2 3 4 5 
(nnt achieved) (achieve,!) 
6 
6 
(very useful) 
7 8 
(very wt>II cluif\ecll 
7 8
(very well achieved) 
fl. Se1<•lon components are well lntegrateil anil In the mo•t logical sequence: 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
(not lntegrntedl <lntegrateil) (very well integrateil) 
7. Total time of semlna.r wRa distributed over illfferent parts approrla.tely: 
t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
(not very well distributed)(well dil'ltributed) 
Seminnr content: 
(very well di!<t.ributed) 
8. To what extent was the material presented to you new? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
(old) (average) (new) 
9. What WM your personal intere•t in the subject matter? 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
(weak) (average I (excellent) 
10. What is your per.ional understanding of the subject matter aA a result of
this seminar? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
(not Improved) 
Training Methods: 
<Improved) Ivery much improved) 
11. Old the tt"llining methods foster effective teaming! 
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 
(weak) 
Learning Climnte: 
(avernge) ( Excellent) 
12. Dirl the seminar leader encourage sufficient and equal participation? 
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 
(weak) (average) 
13. Were the leader's direction• clenr? 
1 2 3 4 6 
(not clear) (clear) 
14. Were the dl•cu•slonA kept on cour!!e? 
1 2 3 4 6 
(rRreiy) (average) 
Ill. Other Commenh 
6 
fl 
16. The three strongest parts of the workshop were: 
1. 
2.
3.
16. The three weakest parts of the work•hop were: 
I. 
2. 
3. 
17. The workshop could be imprO\·ed by: 
(excellent) 
7 8 
( very clear) 
7 R 
(mo•t always) 
! /i 'ff\ 
( l (/\-1/\ ' 1>. 
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